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Verbal Problems Review for Quiz 1 Date
Mrs. Zigrossi Period

Liens A+L
2. twelve less than ten times a number - 12

3. three decreased by a number 4 a

4. of anumberincreased by two qn ER
5. the quotient of 4 times a number and 25 Ir=

6. the product of a numberandsix fon

7. ten decreased by twice a number 4 IO -2n

8. twice the difference of a number and two a Un = 2)

9. four times the sum of a number and 5 4 ln +5)
10. the sum of a numberand 5, decreased by 11 (n + 5) —||

1. Onenumberstenmorethananother Let ne IS
. . n+lose#

2. The sum of two numbersis 22.. | ei Ya = IF +

22-n 2 De
3. Find two consecutive even integers. Le+ ne | al He

pros orde
4. The larger numberis 3 less than 5 times a number. Let = Yi le ct

5. Find two consecutiveintegers.

6.

I. Use WPFto solve each of the following.
1. Find three consecutive odd integers such that twice the sum ofthe second and third is 43

more than three times the first. als 2 +4 n = 2n +43

n+2 art „33 Alan.» ¿)= 20 +43
  

 

n+4 agb dn +12 = 3n+ 43
- — 3 -3n .

n +13 =He
ak. „35 31 la la

#33 3

aA

aes xa =Sb Areal We Sl



2. A certain numberofpennies, four times as many dimes as pennies, and a numberofquarters
which is 16 less than twice the numberof dimes, are worth $24.92. How manyofeach coin

are there?
 

  

 

 

 

Let |[#& coins

|

value| este!
nies x | 1x _—

on dx 10 Ox There are lA pennies,
 
  

 

   
  quarters $x- lo 25 1200x- 400

Ix + HOx + 200x — 400 = 2490
  UFclimes, and

 

u FO quarters,

ax -32 aie =

aulx = 28592
24117 24

X= |Q Y 12=4Y ÿla-lbe,-lL:#6
3. The larger of two numbersis two more than the smaller. Three times the larger decreased by

the smaller is the same as three. Find both numbers.

Let X alsmaler te = 2.5|

Y+2 larger + = 0.5

3(x+2) “x= 3

Bx+b -X =3
2xrb:3
-6 ~b

23.
a

K-15

4. One side of an equilateral triangle exceedsoneside of a square by 3 inches. The perimeter of

the square exceedsthe perimeterofthe equilateral triangle by 3 inches. Find the length of
one side of the square and oneside ofthetriangle.
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Let |side length | Perimeter

surexx
triangle |XS1303). e spani

 

  
  

sıdes of là inches

and He triangle has
sides of 15 inches,

Un = 3(x+3)=3
dx -3x-9 =3

x-9=3
+9 +9

X= là

L

 



5. Nathan is 10 years younger than Aiden. Aiden’s age 8 years from now will exceed twice
Nathan’s age 3 years ago by 4 years. Howoldis each now?

\Le+ _| Age Now AgeinFyrs.| Age 3
Aiden| x | Xx*g_|

Nathan ALO X72

x+8 - a(x-13) = 4
x+F - ax +db © i

=X + 34 =

~24_=F
-X 2-30 x=30

6. The sides of triangle are in the ratio of 2: 5: 6. What are the lengthsof a triangle with the
perimeter of 91 -

Let 9x AIS side = Hom|
6x = and side 235cm

lox 2/31 side =42cm
ax + 5x + box = 4!

13x =
| 13

XE 7
7. The denominatorof a fraction exceeds twice the numeratorofthe fraction by 10. If the

numeratoris doubled and the denominatoris increased by four, then the value of the fraction
is %. Find the original fraction. (Hint- let n equal the numerator)

Let ne Numerator = 7

an +» 10 ® olereminator = Ay

  

   

   
 
  

 

 

  

an À [he Sraction is[The+raétioni6gi,|

 

anvlOotH

Une antl}
AOren.
an= 14 ne?

8. The average of three numbersis 23. If the second of three numbersis three more than twice
the first, and the third numberissix less than three timesthefirst, find all three numbers.   



9. The length of a rectangle exceeds twice its width by 2 inches. If the length is increased by 5
inches and the width is decreased by 1 inch, a new rectangle is formed whosearea exceeds
the area of the original rectangle by 20 square inches. Find the dimensionsoftheoriginal
rectangle, 0 o

Let... Width]length]area.|
Degnalde| ea 2we+ey|
VehRechoa Awr7_{lwzw.

aw? +74) “209 =7

à, 7 (2 a2, ec“ we UNesRie Sige? — (2u5*+2u3) 2 QO
A257 -Awt-Aw = 26 The origtm

len 4, 14 OeinchesBw=7 = 20

ui and theWidth
Su= 1$ 4 inches:

weg
10. The length of a rectangleis 3 inches greater than the width. Ifthe length is increased by 2,

and the width is doubled, the perimeter of the new rectangle is 12 less than twice the
perimeter oftheumiTlenaFan the dimensions of the original rectangle.

  
   

 

  

  

  

  

    

 

   

 

 

 

w+3 LI+S Gro = 2(dust) - 12

© | Howe oiLE Gw+rlo = Yu +12-1à

lov) 10 = Bw    

   

W+3
LO+S _ _

la) | The originaJ
lO = 20D |
2 2 | Lidia15 5inches
5=w land length15

% inches.

 

11. Lucy is 6 and her mother Sophie is 40. In how many years will Sophie be three times her
daughter’s age?

let Age Now| Ave in x years]|

Lucy © o*x |

Sophie

|

40 - qOrx |   
i . |o UL. |
iS ephie Loi I be |

|
| + rt
| three Times un) 5 |

| ouae in tk ver i
{ 4

   


